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FOCUSED MODEL SELECTION FOR LINEAR MIXED
MODELS, WITH AN APPLICATION

TO WHALE ECOLOGY

By Céline Cunen∗, Lars Walløe† and Nils Lid Hjort∗

University of Oslo

A central point of disagreement, in certain long-standing discus-
sions about a particular whaling dataset in the Scientific Commit-
tee of the International Whaling Commission, has directly involved
model selection issues for linear mixed effect models. The biological
question under discussion is associated with a clearly defined param-
eter of primary interest, i.e. a focus parameter, which makes model
selection with the Focused Information Criterion (FIC) more appro-
priate than other selection methods. Since the existing FIC method-
ology has not covered the case of linear mixed effects models, this
article sets up the required framework and develops the necessary
formulae for the relevant FIC. Our new criterion requires the asymp-
totic distribution of estimators derived for a given candidate linear
mixed model, but with behaviour examined under a wider linear
mixed model. These results, needed here to build our FIC, also have
independent interest.

1. Introduction. Linear mixed effect (LME) models have become a
standard modelling tool for many problems in ecology and evolution (Bolker
et al., 2009), as well as in many other fields where clustered or longitudinal
data appear. A simple net search yields many papers and books where LME
models are used in social and physical sciences, in biology, demography, etc.
Ecological data typically exhibit dependencies, due for example to repeated
sampling of observations within the same time-unit or within the same space
(Grueber et al., 2011). LME models provide a framework for taking such
dependencies into account.

As motivation for the methodological work presented in this article, we
will study the Antarctic minke whale (Balaenoptera bonaerensis) data from
the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarc-
tic (the so-called JARPA 1, hereafter JARPA). This dataset provides a
typical example of ecological data, containing many potential sources of
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dependencies. Crucially, the dataset has found itself at the centre of some
long-standing discussions in the Scientific Committee of the International
Whaling Commission (IWC-SC), with some of the central questions con-
cerning model selection with LME models. Although few ecological analyses
have been subject to critical scrutiny at this level, the challenge of model
selection remains of high importance in many biological applications.

The JARPA minke whale dataset contains measurements on a large num-
ber of Antarctic minke whales taken over 18 consecutive years, from 1988 to
2005. One of the main research questions has been whether the body con-
dition of the whales has decreased during the study years. Measurements
of blubber thickness, girth, and fat weight are taken as proxies of the body
condition of a whale, and are used as response variables in the analyses.
Several covariates of potential relevance were also recorded, including the
year of capture, the date within each year, the sex, the body length, and
different spatial covariates. The estimated coefficient related to the linear
effect of year, hereafter referred to as the effect of year, is the parameter of
main interest (which we will call the focus parameter).

Fig 1. A Minke whale with position of blubber thickness and half girth measurements.
Closed circles: Lateral points for blubber thickness measurements. Open triangle: position
of the umbilicus. Arrows: half girth measurements.

The data were first analysed in Konishi et al. (2008) using linear regression
models. These analyses faced criticism in the IWC-SC, mainly concerning
the choice of model and the potential sources of dependencies left unac-
counted for. In the following years, many amendments and other analyses
have been proposed in the IWC, for instance Konishi & Walløe (2015), de la
Mare et al. (2017), and McKinlay et al. (2017), including our own contribu-
tion in Cunen et al. (2017). Even though the Scientific Committee has been
able to reach consensus regarding the salient points, however, some delegates
have expressed disagreement. One of the central points of disagreement has
been the choice of model selection criteria for LME models. The number
of potential covariates in the dataset leads to a large number of candidate
models to choose between. The choice of model can influence the estimate
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and the standard errors of the parameter of main interest. In addition, one
is interested in choosing between models containing the focus parameter or
not (an implicit test of the year effect). There are many possible choices of
model selection criteria for LME models (Müller et al., 2013), and the choice
between them depends on the type of data and models at hand, and on the
goal of the model selection.

Practitioners may be interested in model selection for different, overlap-
ping reasons. On one hand the goal might be to select the candidate model
which in a relevant sense is the closest to the true data generating mecha-
nism. Criteria based on model fit and some penalisation for complexity aim
at this goal; for LME models there exists a large number of criteria of this
type, for instance the conditional AIC by Vaida & Blanchard (2005) and sev-
eral LASSO-type methods as in Bondell et al. (2010), Ibrahim et al. (2011)
and Hui et al. (2017). For the AIC, the Akaika Information Criterion, see
Claeskens & Hjort (2008b, Chs. 2–3) for a general discussion. On the other
hand, practitioners often seek a small model offering precise estimates of the
quantities they are interested in. These two goal are related, but methods
tailored for the first goal, may in some instances be sub-optimal or irrelevant
for the second. Model selection procedures based on the focused informa-
tion criteria (FIC) aim at the second goal: selecting models giving the most
precise estimates of the quantity that we are interested in, the focus param-
eter (Claeskens & Hjort, 2003, 2008b). Since the existing FIC methodology
did not cover the case of LME models, we have developed a FIC for these
models, which is derived and discussed in this article. Crucially, our FIC
framework is perfectly suited for addressing one of the main questions in
the JARPA dataset: finding a model that estimates the effect of year with
the most precision.

Our article is structured as follows. Section 2 sets the basic framework
with LME formulation and notation, along with a brief description of ex-
isting model selection criteria. Then in Section 3 we examine the behaviour
of estimators used for one candidate LME model, but under the assump-
tion that the data generating mechanism is a different LME model. There
are several aspects of interest, regarding such consequences of LME model
misspecification. The main purpose here, however, is to use these results
and insights to develop the FIC approach, in Section 4. When the focus pa-
rameter under scrutiny is the fixed effect of year βyear pointed to above, for

example, each candidate model M leads to an associated estimate �βM,year.
These carry mean squared errors, or risks, say

mseM = E(�βM,year − βyear)
2 = Var �βM,year + (E �βM,year − βyear)

2.(1.1)
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The FIC scheme is then to estimate each of these risk measures from data,
say FIC(M) = �mseM . This necessitates working out good approximations to
biases, variances and covariances, and then constructing estimators for these
again. Importantly, the apparatus we develop can of course be applied more
generally, to any focus parameter, besides the βyear of the JARPA study; the
requirement is that such a focus parameter has a clear statistical interpre-
tation, across candidate models. In Section 5 we look at a few special cases
for the resulting FIC for LME, where we also learn aspects of performance.
In Section 6 we report on relevant simulation experiments. The application
of the model selection machinery to the JARPA data, concerned indeed
with assessing the mseM of (1.1) for a list of relevant candidate models, is
discussed in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 offers further relevant discussion
points and a list of concluding remarks.

2. Setup and existing approaches. In this section we provide a
framework for examining LME models, from the model ingredients to es-
timators and their precision. In the next section we go into how estimators
constructed using one LME candidate model behave when the data gener-
ating mechanism is a different and perhaps wider LME model.

2.1. Linear mixed effect models. Suppose there are n natural groups in
our data, with mi potentially dependent observations within group i. The
groups often correspond to observations collected in the same space or time,
and are often referred to as subjects or individuals in the statistical literature.
In the whaling example, the groups are defined by the year of sampling (more
on this in in Section 7). The general LME model takes the form

yi = Xiβ + Zibi + εi, for i = 1, . . . , n.(2.1)

with yi an mi × 1 vector of responses for the ith group, Xi a known mi × p
design matrix of covariates, and Zi a knownmi×k design matrix correspond-
ing to the random effects. Let β be the p×1 vector of fixed effect coefficients,
and bi the group-specific k×1 vector of random effects, with bi ∼ Nk(0,σ

2D)
and assumed independence across groups. The errors �i are independently
distributed Nmi(0,σ

2I). In applications it is common to choose Zi equal to
a subset of the columns in Xi, but the following developments are valid for
any choice of Zi. The full parameter of the model is θ = (β,σ, D), with p
fixed effects, k random effects, and k(k + 1)/2 separate parameters for the
symmetric k×k matrix D, yielding a total of d = p+1+k(k+1)/2 unknown
parameters.
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The model can also be written in a marginal form, as

yi ∼ Nmi

�
Xiβ,σ

2(I + ZiDZt
i )
�
.(2.2)

The corresponding marginal log-likelihood for one group is

�i(θ) = −1
2 [mi log(σ

2) + log(|I + ZiDZt
i |)

+ σ−2(yi −Xiβ)
t(I + ZiDZt

i )
−1(yi −Xiβ)].

(2.3)

Assuming that the model is correct, we have classical results, in for in-
stance Pinheiro & Bates (2000) and Verbeke & Lesaffre (1997), stating that
the maximum likelihood (ML) estimates �θ are consistent and asymptotically
normal with asymptotic covariance matrix equal to the inverse Fisher infor-
mation matrix. The information matrix (normalised by sample size) has the
following block-diagonal form, for instance from Demidenko (2013),

Jn = n−1
n�

i=1



σ−2Xt

iV
−1
i Xi 0 0

0 2miσ
−2 σ−1vec(Ri)

tWk

0 σ−1W t
kvec(Ri)

1
2W

t
k(Ri ⊗Ri)Wk


 .(2.4)

Here ⊗ is the Kronecker product; the vec vectorisation operation stacks the
columns of the input matrix into a long vector;

Vi = I + ZiDZt
i , Ri = ZiV

−1
i Zt

i ,

and Wk is the so-called duplication matrix, of size k2 × k(k + 1)/2. These
mathematical linear algebra tools, used here to reach accurate descriptions
and then algorithms for variance matrices, are treated in Appendix B.

We note that the block-diagonal structure here implies that the ML esti-
mator of β becomes asymptotically independent of the variance component
estimators. This is valid under model conditions, however, and we shall see
in the next section that the situation is more delicate when estimators are
examined outside the comfort zone of the home model. Accurate versions of
this realisation are vital for building correct model selection tools.

2.2. Existing model selection approaches for LME models. Müller et al.
(2013) offer a comprehensive review of most existing frameworks for model
selection in LME models. In fact, they treat a somewhat wider class of
models than we do here. Similarly to most of the literature on LME models,
we limit ourselves to what Müller et al. (2013) call the ‘independent cluster
model’. The authors describe and compare four classes of model selection
methods; information criteria, shrinkage methods, fence methods and a few
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Bayesian methods (for example Chen & Dunson (2003)). A large number
of AIC- and BIC-like criteria exist in the literature, differing in their loss
functions and in their penalty terms. The loss functions are usually some
form of log-likelihood, either the marginal log-likelihood related to (2.3);
the reduced or restricted log-likelihood associated with the REML methods,
see e.g. Gumedze & Dunne (2011) and Demidenko (2013, Ch. 2); or the
conditional log-likelihood. The most commonly used information criterion
in this class is the so-called the marginal AIC, which used the marginal
log-likelihood and the straightforward penalty d = p + q (where q is the
number of variance components, including σ). Alternatively, there exists a
large number of variants of the so-called conditional AIC, see for instance
Vaida & Blanchard (2005). Some of the information criteria methods are
designed for only selecting among the regression coefficients, like the recently
proposed meanAIC by Craiu & Duchesne (2018) (but which is aimed at the
whole Generalised linear mixed model (GLMM) class).

When the number of candidate models under consideration is large, shrink-
age methods may have an advantage over information criteria, partly be-
cause it may be computationally infeasible to evaluate all 2p+q candidate
models. Shrinkage methods for LME models choose a candidate model by
solving an optimisation problem with a LASSO-type criterion consisting of
two terms: a measure of model fit and a penalty function ensuring that both
the coefficients and the variance components may be shrunk to zero. In Bon-
dell et al. (2010) and Ibrahim et al. (2011) via the marginal log-likelihood,
while in Peng & Lu (2012) a least squares criterion is used. These three
methods also differ in their choice of penalty functions. Recently, Hui et al.
(2017) proposed a method combining the penalised quasi-likelihood as a
measure of model fit with adaptive lasso penalty functions.

Other model selection approaches include the fence method, originally
proposed in Jiang et al. (2008). The method consists of estimating the loss of
each candidate model (e.g. as the negative log-likelihood), finding the model
with the minimal loss and constructing a fence around this model containing
all the candidate models with a loss sufficiently close to the minimal loss.
The small set of models within the fence can then be investigated more
carefully, for example selecting the least complex one.

3. Behaviour of LME estimators under misspecification. In or-
der to develop our FIC machinery in the next section we need results regard-
ing the behaviour of estimators constructed for one LME model, but exam-
ined when the real data generating mechanism is a different LME model.
What we derive below leads to precise answers to the pertinent questions,
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in any situation where the correct mechanism is LME model A, but where
LME model B is used to generate estimators. Our use of these results and
insights will be in a context where model A is a well-defined and well thought
through ‘wide model’, and where a list of candidate models is being consid-
ered for comparison and ranking, say M1, . . . ,Mr. The choice and use of
such a wide model is discussed further in Section 4. We emphasise that the
candidate models, generically called M below, do not have to be submodels
of the wide model.

3.1. Behaviour of the estimators from the candidate model. Let the wide
model be defined as in Section 2, with the true parameter vector

θtrue = (βtrue,σtrue, Dtrue)(3.1)

governing LME data as in (2.1) and (2.2); we also assume that Dtrue is
positive definite, with each diagonal element positive. In addition, we con-
template using a different LME model, the candidate model M . For now,
we assume that this model is defined with respect to the same n groups as
in the (2.1) formulation, and we write

yi ∼ Nmi

�
XM,iβM ,σ2

M (I + ZM,iDMZt
M,i)

�
.(3.2)

This model has design matrices, XM,i and ZM,i, potentially different from
those of the wide model, and hence also a different set of parameters, say
θM = (βM ,σM , DM ). Often, but not necessarily, the candidate model will
involve a subset of the covariates (i.e. columns) included in Xi and Zi,
respectively. Let the covariate matrix XM,i have dimension mi × pM , with
ZM,i being mi × kM , and hence DM being kM × kM . The total number of
parameters in the candidate model is dM .

The ML estimates �θM can be obtained in the usual fashion, i.e. numeri-
cally maximising the log-likelihood function associated with M . Under nat-
ural conditions, these will aim for the least false parameters

θM,0 = (βM,0,σM,0, DM,0),(3.3)

minimising the Kullback–Leibler divergence from the wide model to the can-
didate model, say

�
f(y, θtrue) log{f(y, θtrue)/fM (y, θM )} dy with fM (y, θM )

denoting the density of the full dataset, under model M . Here ‘aiming for’
will mean ‘converging in probability to’, with the right large-sample setup,
with n growing, see below. In more practical terms this translates to �θM
having high probability of coming close to this θM,0.
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Minimising the divergence corresponds to solving the following equation
for θM,0:

n�

i=1

Ewide uM,i(y, θM,0) = 0, where uM,i(y, θM ) = ∂�M,i(θM )/∂θM ,

the score function of the candidate model, via �M,i, the log-likelihood for the
ith group of the candidate model. The least false parameters θM,0 of (3.3)
depend on the true parameters θtrue of the data generating mechanism, and
also on the covariate matrices Xi and Zi associated with the dataset. With
some algebra, the three parts of the θM,0 of (3.3) can be seen to be the
solutions of the following three equations. First,

βM,0 =
� n�

i=1

Xt
M,iV

−1
M,0,iXM,i

�−1
n�

i=1

Xt
M,iV

−1
M,0,iXiβtrue,

σ2
M,0 =

1

ntot

n�

i=1

{µt
0,iV

−1
M,0,iµ0,i + σ2

trueTr(V
−1
M,0,iVi)},

(3.4)

with VM,0,i = I + ZM,iDM,0Z
t
M,i, µ0,i = Xiβtrue − XM,iβM,0 and ntot =�n

i=1mi. Next,

σ2
M,0n

−1
n�

i=1

Zt
M,iV

−1
M,0,iZM,i = σ2

truen
−1

n�

i=1

Zt
M,iV

−1
M,0,iViV

−1
M,0,iZM,i

+ n−1
n�

i=1

Zt
M,iV

−1
M,0,iµ0,iµ

t
0,iV

−1
M,0,iZM,i.

(3.5)

Note here that if the candidate model has all the rightXi, but not necessarily
the right Zi, then βM,0 = βtrue, which means that the �βM is essentially
unbiased for the correct βtrue of the wide model.

Via some general arguments, similar to those used in Claeskens & Hjort
(2008b, Ch. 2) for deriving large-sample approximations of ML estimators
outside model conditions, one can demonstrate that

� √
n(�θ − θ0)√

n(�θM − θM,0)

�
=

�
J−1
n Un

J−1
M,nUM,n

�
+

�
δn
δM,n

�
.(3.6)

Here, Jn is as in (2.4), but evaluated at θtrue. We also have
JM,n = −n−1

�n
i=1 Ewide ∂

2�M,i(θM,0)/∂θM∂θtM ; Un = n−1/2
�n

i=1 ∂�i(θtrue)/∂θ;
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UM,n = n−1/2
�n

i=1 ∂�M,i(θM,0)/∂θM ; and δn and δM,n are remainder terms
becoming small in probability. Here

�
Un

UM,n

�
≈d Nd+dM

�
0,

�
Jn CM,n

Ct
M,n KM,n

��
,(3.7)

in which

KM,n = n−1
n�

i=1

Varwide uM,i(y, θM,0),

CM,n = n−1
n�

i=1

Covwide {ui(y, θ0), uM,i(y, θM,0)} .

We provide explicit formulae for the matrices JM,n,KM,n, CM,n in Appendix
B. Note that the expectations and variances are taken with respect to the
wide model. The JM,n and KM,n matrices will typically be different from
each other, and KM,n in particular will have a more complex form than for
the Jn given in (2.4). In particular, the matrices will in general no longer be
block-diagonal.

In (3.7), ‘≈d’ means ‘approximately distributed as’, and a precise asymp-
totic statement is that (Un, UM,n) converges in distribution, under mild
Lindeberg type regularity conditions, to a multivariate zero-mean normal
(U,UM ) with covariance matrix having components J,CM ,KM , the appro-
priate limits of Jn, CM,n,KM,n. Under yet further but still mild regularity
assumptions, the remainder terms in (3.6) will tend to zero in probability,
and the left hand side of (3.6) has its consequent clear limit distribution,
namely

�
J−1U

J−1
M UM

�
∼ Nd+dM

�
0,

�
J−1 J−1CMJ−1

M

J−1Ct
MJ−1 J−1

M KMJ−1
M

��
.(3.8)

The practical translation of this precise limit theorem is the directly useful
approximation

� √
n(�θ − θ0)√

n(�θM − θM,0)

�
≈d Nd+dM

�
0,

�
J−1
n J−1

n CM,nJ
−1
M,n

J−1
M,nC

t
M,nJ

−1
n J−1

M,nKM,nJ
−1
M,n

��
.

(3.9)

We have reached precise results and formulae for how LME estimators from
different candidate models M behave, assuming that there is a certain wide
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LME model which generate the data. These results ought to have indepen-
dent interest, e.g. for examining robustness, consequences of model misspec-
ifications, etc. We also learn that the fixed effects part �βM and the vari-
ance parts �σM and �DM of a candidate model may exhibit dependence. This
clashes with how estimator behaviour results for LME models are typically
expressed in the literature. The reason is the block diagonal structure for the
model based information matrix (2.4), where we find that the J−1

M,nKM,nJ
−1
M,n

matrix of (3.9) is in general not block diagonal. Our present mandate is us-
ing (3.9) not to assess model misspecification issues, per se, but to find the
required ingredients for the FIC, in Section 4.

3.2. The approximate distribution of a focus parameter estimator. Con-
sider a focus parameter, say µ, like ‘the effect of year’ for the minke whale
application sketched in Section 1, or the probability p(y0 |x0, z0) that a fu-
ture or not observed ynew with covariate vectors x0, z0 will be bigger than
some threshold y0. The µ needs to have a clear statistical interpretation,
across all candidate models. For the wide model we assume µ = µ(θ) can be
expressed as a smooth function of θ = (β,σ, D). The ensuing ML estimator
using the wide model is �µ = µ(�θ), aiming at the true value µtrue = µ(θtrue).
For a candidate model M , the µ can be expressed in terms of that model’s
parameter vector, say µM = µM (θM ), with θM = (βM ,σM , DM ). The ML es-
timator using model M is �µM = µM (�θM ), aiming for the corresponding least
false parameter value µ0,M = µM (θM,0), with θM,0 = (βM,0,σM,0, DM,0) as
in (3.3).

Now introduce

c = ∂µ(θtrue)/∂θ and cM = ∂µM (θM,0)/∂θM ,(3.10)

column vectors of the relevant lengths. Via delta method arguments, see
e.g. Schweder & Hjort (2016, Appendix), applied to (3.9), we have the fol-
lowing joint approximate distribution,

� √
n(�µ− µtrue)√
n(�µM − µM,0)

�
≈ N2

�
0,

�
νwide νM,c

νM,c νM

��
,(3.11)

with νwide = ctJ−1
n c, νM,c = ctJ−1

n CM,nJ
−1
M,ncM , νM = ctMJ−1

M,nKM,nJ
−1
M,ncM .

Thus �µ is approximately unbiased, whereas competing estimators �µM will be
biased, but potentially with smaller variances. Note that this result, along
with a precise limit distribution version, as per (3.8), is valid for each can-
didate model M . We shall use this actively below, for constructing our FIC
scores for candidate models.
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4. The FIC approach. The model selection methods briefly described
in Section 2.2 all assume, directly or indirectly, that the user wishes to iden-
tify a model which maximises the fit to the data, with a trade-off against
complexity. This is also apparent through the choice of criteria for evaluating
the model selection procedures used in the simulation studies of the afore-
mentioned articles; most concern the probability of selecting the true (or
correct) model, or maximising some measure of fit. The FIC approach, de-
veloped in the present section for LME models, is different in aim and spirit.
We start with some general objectives and principles for the FIC approach
to model selection, before applying these to classes of LME models.

4.1. The general FIC scheme. For various applications, depending also
on the context, precise estimates for one or more focus parameters are more
important to the practitioner than identifying the ‘true’ model, or finding
the model with the best overall fit. Contrary to other information criteria
and model selection procedures, the FIC aims at finding the model giving
the most precise estimates of the parameter of main interest (say µ, hence-
forth called the focus parameter). The FIC was proposed in Claeskens &
Hjort (2003, 2008b) and has been successfully applied to a healthy variety
of models and contexts; these include semiparametric Cox regression mod-
els (Hjort & Claeskens, 2006), additive risk models (Gandy & Hjort, 2013),
classes of time series models (Claeskens et al., 2007), generalised additive
linear models Zhang & Liang (2011), with application areas ranging from
finance and economics (Brownlees & Gallo (2008) and Behl et al. (2012)) to
fisheries (Hermansen et al., 2016). Another and related FIC approach has
been developed in Jullum & Hjort (2017). These two perspectives on the
FIC relate partly to the definition of the widest potential candidate model,
and partly to the mathematical tools used to approximate and assess mean
squared errors, cf. (1.1), as further commented upon below.

The general FIC procedure consists of estimating the risk associated with
each candidate model’s estimate of the focus parameter, and then choosing
the model with the smallest estimated risk. The most common risk mea-
sure is the mean squared error (mse), due to its natural interpretation and
convenient separation into variance and squared-bias parts,

mse(�µ) = Var �µ+ b2 = Var �µ+ (E �µ− µ)2.

In the next sections we will estimate the variance and squared bias parts
separately. For a candidate model M we will provide FIC formulae of the
form

ficM = �mse(�µM ) = �bsqM + �vM/n,(4.1)
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where �bsqM is an estimate of the squared bias and �vM/n an estimate of the
variance of �µM , the estimated focus parameter from model M . As before, n
is the number of groups in the data.

Originally, as presented in Claeskens & Hjort (2003, 2008b), Hjort &
Claeskens (2003), and as successfully followed for a range of later FIC con-
structions and contributions in the literature, the mean squared error is
estimated via large-sample approximations derived inside a certain local
misspecification framework. This in particular means working with asymp-
totic approximations coming out of a machinery where candidate models
are within O(1/

√
n) of each other, where n is sample size (or, in the present

framework, the number of natural groups in the data). Such a framework
leads to clear FIC formulae in many situations, but is not necessarily well
suited for all classes of models.

When it comes to LME models, there is a gap in the FIC literature. The
O(1/

√
n) setup alluded to above may be worked with also for LME models,

but with certain added issues and complexities, partly due to the fact that
zero is not an inner point in the parameter spaces for the variances implied by
the random effects. We shall instead work with a fixed wide model, which the
user has to specify; cf. our setup for Section 3 above. This wide model should
be sensible and flexible, i.e. rich enough in its parametrisation to encompass
all relevant plausible submodels, but also biologically plausible and well
motivated (i.e. not too big). Such a wide model will often be too complex to
be the model actually selected in the end, since its implied standard errors
for model parameters might easily be too big. Its role, conceptually and
operationally, is partly to secure means, biases, variances, covariances clear
definitions, also for all candidate models, needed for (4.1).

Our FIC procedure will guide the user in choosing among a set of can-
didate models, often selecting a smaller model with less variable estimates,
but potentially introducing some bias. The set of candidate models ought
to be chosen with some care. Reducing the set of candidate models saves
computational resources, enhances performance, and guards against certain
issues and problems with post-selection inference.

To work our FIC scores of the type (4.1) for LME candidate models,
we need mse expressions for the different �µM . We get such from the joint
distribution of (3.11). The canonical mse expressions are

mse(�µwide) = 02 + νwide/n and mse(�µM ) = b2M + νM/n,(4.2)

for estimators from the wide model and candidate model, respectively. The
wide model estimator entails no bias, i.e. �µ aims for µtrue, whereas the bias
related to the candidate model is bM = µM,0 − µtrue. When it comes to
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model selection, we need to estimate b2M and νM/n, for the appropriate list
of candidate models. It turns out that we need the full joint distribution
approximation of (3.11), not merely the marginals.

4.2. Estimation of the necessary quantities. FIC formulae are worked
out below, in the spirit of (4.1), as natural estimators of the mse expressions
of (4.2). We need good estimators of the quantities appearing there. For the
variances νwide and νM we have two general options; we discuss these first,
before coming to the squared bias.

The first consists in using the formula for Jn in (2.4) and the formulae for
JM,n, KM,n, CM,n in the appendix, and then plugging in the ML estimate
�θ for θtrue from the wide model, and the ML estimate �θM for the candidate
model. Upon noting that e.g. JM,n can be expressed as JM,n(θtrue, θM,0), and
similarly for the others, we may write

�Jn = Jn(�θ), �JM,n = JM,n(�θ, �θM ), �KM,n = KM,n(�θ, �θM ), �CM,n = CM,n(�θ, �θM ).

Actually, �CM,n is not required for the variances, only for the squared bias,
see below. We can use either ML estimates or REML estimates, since these
are large-sample equivalent (see for instance Demidenko (2013, Ch. 3)).

An alternative is to use the Hessian matrices from the optimisation rou-
tines as estimates of Jn and JM,n. The estimates for the remaining ma-

trices can be computed as �KM,n = n−1
�n

i=1 uM,i(y, �θM )uM,i(y, �θM )t and
�CM,n = n−1

�n
i=1 ui(y,

�θ)uM,i(y, �θM )t. For our applications in this article
we have used the first option, with plug-in for θtrue and θM,0. We use

�c = ∂µ(�θ)/∂θ and �cM = ∂µM (�θM,0)/∂θM

for (3.10), and these are straightforward to compute numerically in cases
where explicit expressions are unavailable.

There are also different options for the estimation of the squared bias,
i.e. b2M , with bM = µM,0 − µtrue. We begin from the natural �bM = �µM − �µ.
A naive start estimator would be �b2M . However, this estimator for b2M over-

estimates the squared bias, in that E�b2M = (E�bM )2 +Var�bM . An estimator
repairing for this overshooting is therefore

�bsqM = (�µM − �µ)2 − �Var�bM ,(4.3)

the latter term being an estimate of the variance. From (3.11) we have that
Var�bM ≈ n−1(νwide + νM − 2νM,c). We have estimates of all the necessary
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terms from the arguments in the previous paragraph, and obtain the follow-
ing final estimator,

�bsqM = (�µM − �µ)2 − n−1(�νwide + �νM − 2�νM,c).(4.4)

Note that in some cases we can get a negative estimate of the bias squared.
This might seem unnatural, but has better practical performance than the
variant where we truncate negative estimates to zero.

Instead of using �CM,n and the other matrices for estimating Var�bM , we
can obtain an estimate by parametric bootstrapping from the estimated
wide model. We generate new observations from the estimated wide model,
we fit both the wide and the candidate model, and obtain a new estimate
of the bias �bM,l = �µM,l − �µl. Here the subscript l indicates that this is the
bias associated with the lth bootstrap sample. The procedure is repeated a
number of times, and Var�bM is estimated by the empirical variance of the
�bM,ls. In the simulations and application we have used the first option for

estimating the squared bias, relying on the formula for Var�bM .

4.3. Computing FIC scores. We now have everything we need to com-
pute the FIC scores of both the wide model and all candidate models. It
starts from having a well-defined focus parameter µ, with a clear statisti-
cal interpretation across models. Using the FIC formulae in practice then
involves the following steps.

(a) Decide on the wide model, with parameter θ = (β,σ, D), and a list
of candidate models M , with parameters θM = (βM ,σM , DM ). The
focus parameter then needs to be expressed as µ(θ) and µM (θM ) in
the wide model and the candidate model, respectively.

(b) Estimate the parameters in the wide model, yielding �θ (using either
ML or REML, for example with R packages like lme4 (Bates et al.,
2014)), and find �µ = µ(�θ). Similarly, estimate the parameters for each
candidate model M , giving �θM , and compute �µM = µM (�θM ).

(c) Differentiate µ with respect to θ for the wide model (with a formula,
or numerically), at �θ, to find �c; and similarly differentiate µM (θM )
with respect to θM for candidate model M , at position �θM , to find
�cM ; cf. (3.10).

(d) Compute �Jn = Jn(�θ) using the formula in (2.4). The FIC score for the
wide model is then

ficwide = n−1�νwide = n−1�ct �J−1
n �c.(4.5)

(e) For each candidate model M , compute �JM,n = JM,n(�θ, �θM ), �KM,n =

KM,n(�θ, �θM ), �CM,n = CM,n(�θ, �θM ), using the formulae in Appendix B.
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Then compute �νM,c = �ct �J−1
n

�CM,n
�J−1
M,n�cM and

�νM = �ctM �J−1
M,n

�KM,n
�J−1
M,n�cM .

(f) For each candidate model M , estimate the squared bias of the asso-

ciated �µM , with �bsqM from (4.4). The FIC score for the candidate
model is then

ficM = n−1�νM +�bsqM .(4.6)

The computed FIC scores gives a ranking of the r+1 models under consid-
eration, say, with r candidate models in addition to the wide model itself.
It is also very useful to produce a FIC plot, consisting of the points

(fic
1/2
M , �µM )(4.7)

for all models. For this plotting purpose we prefer the root-FIC scores on the
x axis, as they are on the scale of the estimates themselves, the Pythagoras
square root of the squared standard deviation plus the squared bias. The
farther to the left in the FIC plot, the better are the estimates. Such plots
are given in Figures 5 and 6 below, pertaining to focus parameters for the
whale dataset.

5. Special models and special cases. In the present section we briefly
investigate how the present FIC procedure for LME models behaves in a few
special cases, and for a couple of simple extensions of the general LME can-
didate model in (3.2).

The FIC formulae presented above simplify significantly in the special
case where the wide model and all the candidate models all have D =
DM = 0. This corresponds to there being no random effects and the models
are reduced to normal linear models. Notably, when the focus parameter is
a function of the regression coefficients, the variance part becomes

νM
n

= σ2ctM

� n�

i=1

Xt
M,iXM,i

�−1
cM .

This expression is equal to the exact variance of a function µ(�βM ) of the
ML estimator �βM = (

�n
i=1X

t
M,iXM,i)

−1
�n

i=1X
t
M,iyi. Also, the expression

for Var�bM , in the formula for the squared bias in Section 4, turns out to
be equal to the corresponding exact quantity. Thus, despite stemming from
large-sample approximations, the FIC formulae presented in this article are
exact (i.e. not approximate, and valid for any n) in the case of normal linear
models with a focus parameter being a function of the regression coefficients.
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Incidentally, in this case, our FIC approach with a fixed wide model also
coincides with the FIC formulae coming out of the local misspecification
framework in Claeskens & Hjort (2008b, Ch. 6). The FIC formulae will also
be exact in the related case where the covariance matrix of the random
effects, D and DM , are assumed to be known, for both the wide and the
candidate model.

In some cases, it might be natural to consider a different grouping of the
observations in the wide model than in the candidate model. In other words,
we let the wide model have n groups indexed by i (as written above), but
the candidate model can have n� groups indexed by i�. For example in our
whaling example we let the observations be grouped by the year when each
whale was caught (i = 1, . . . , 18), but we might instead have grouped the
observations according to some geographical variable. The overall FIC recipe
described above is mostly unchanged, with some small changes to the JM,n

and KM,n matrices involved. First, the sums present in the matrices need
to be taken over i� instead of i. Then, the Xi and Vi matrices need to be
replaced by some X �

i and V �
i . To see how this would pan out, consider the

distribution of the full observation vector ytot = (y1, . . . , yn), of dimension
ntot =

�n
i=1mi. Here ytot ∼ Ntot(Xtotβ,σ

2Vtot), with

Xtotβ =




X1β
X2β
...

Xnβ


 and Vtot =



Im1 + Z1DZt

1 0 0
...

. . .
...

0 . . . Imn + ZnDZt
n


 .

TheX �
i is the relevantm

�
i�×p portion of the big matrixXtot, and similarly V �

i

are the relevant rows and columns from the big matrix Vtot. In the squared
bias part of the FIC score we have �Var�bM , which relies on the CM,n matrix.
The formula for CM,n in the appendix cannot be used in this case, but
�Var�bM may nonetheless be estimated by the bootstrap procedure briefly
described above. The fruitfulness of considering a candidate model of the
type described here will depend on the question at hand and the user’s
interpretation of the random effects. The FIC score of such a model will
probably depend greatly on the specific vectors of random effects, the bi,
and how well they ‘fit’ the alternative grouping proposed in the candidate
model.

Our FIC procedure can also be adapted to LME models with nested
random effects among the candidate models (see for instance Pinheiro &
Bates (2000)). We illustrate this adaptation with a nested candidate model
with two grouping levels, say an outer grouping indexed by i = 1, . . . , n and
then, within each of these groups an inner grouping indexed by l = 1, . . . , r.
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For simplicity of presentation, let us have equal number of observations m
in each inner group. In the outer group, the random effects vectors b1,i are
drawn from a Nk1(0,σ

2D1) and have the mr × k1 design matrices Z1,i; and
in the inner b2,i,l ∼ Nk2(0,σ

2D2) and the r × k2 design matrices Z2,i,l. We
get the following marginal model for the mr× 1 vector of observations from
each group in the outer grouping, with yi ∼ Nmr(XM,iβM ,σ2

MΣi), say, and
where

Σi = Imr + Z1,iD1Z
t
1,i +



Z2,i,1D2Z

t
2,i,1 0 0

...
...

. . .

0 . . . Z2,i,rD2Z
t
2,i,r


 .

Clearly, we can work with this type of model in a similar fashion as we have
done for the ordinary LME model, i.e. work out all the relevant matrices
for the parameter vector (βM ,σM , D1, D2). The resulting expressions will be
quite complex and the derivation quite time consuming. Another, somewhat
less precise method, but which seems to work well enough, is to assume
that the second co-variance matrix D2 has been well-enough estimated and
can therefore be considered as known. Then, we can simply use the same
formulae as in the appendix, just changing the current VM,i to

V ∗
M,i = Imr + Z1,iD1Z

t
1,i +



Z2,i,1D2Z

t
2,i,1 0 0

...
...

. . .

0 . . . Z2,i,rD2Z
t
2,i,r


 .

6. Simulations. We illustrate our FIC procedure with a short simula-
tion study. We simulate data with n = 50 groups, m = 5 observations in
each, with p = 4 potential fixed effect covariates X = [X0, X1, X2, X3] and
k = 4 potential random effects Z = [Z0, Z1, Z2, Z3]. We set X0 = Z0 = 1 and
let the remaining fixed and random predictor variables be drawn from nor-
mal distributions, with slightly different specifications in the three different
simulation setups described in the following. The true model is

yi,j = β0 + b0,i + β1x1,i,j + β2x2,i,j + b1,iz1,i,j + b2,iz2,i,j + �i,j

with �i,j ∼ N(0,σ2), σ = 2, β = (1, 1, 1)t, bi ∼ N3(0,σ
2D), and

D = (1/σ2)




9 4 0.1
4 4 0
0.1 0 0.1


 .

We consider the wide model M0, along with four candidate models described
in the following table.
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Description p k d

M0 X0, X1, X2, X3 and Z0, Z1, Z2, Z3 4 4 15
M1 X0, X1, X2 and Z0, Z1, Z2 3 3 10
M2 X0, X1, X2 and Z0, Z1 3 2 7
M3 X0, X1, X2 and Z0 3 1 5
M4 X0, X1 and Z0, Z1 2 2 6

Thus, the wide model M0 includes one unimportant fixed effect covariate
(X3), one unimportant random effect (Z3) and one random effect that has
very small influence (Z2). The true model is M1 (but M0 is of course a
correct model, but with more parameters than necessary). The models were
fitted with REML.

In the first simulation setup, our focus parameter is simply one of the fixed
effect coefficients µ1 = β1. Here, the non-intercept fixed and random predic-
tor variables were generated from a 6-dimensional multivariate normal with
means 0, variances 2 and relatively small covariances (giving correlations
ranging from about −0.3 to 0.3, with most close to zero). The results are
shown in Figure 2, the variance part in the left panel and the squared bias
part in the right panel. The red lines are the ‘true’ variance and squared bias
values (determined from simulating 1000 datasets) while the grey crosses are
the variance and squared bias parts of the FIC scores evaluated in 100 (dif-
ferent) datasets. The black lines are the average �vM and �b2M from these 100
datasets.

The true root mean squared errors for �β1 were 0.124, 0.118, 0.117, 0.180,
0.264 for the models M0, M1, M2, M3, M4 respectively. Thus, the smaller
model M2 is considered the best model for estimating β1 in this setting, but
M1 is almost as good. The wide model, with some unnecessary parameters
for both the fixed and random effects, estimates β1 with larger variance
than the best models. While the model omitting one of the important fixed
effects, M4, has β1 estimates with large bias. The average

√
fic scores were

0.124, 0.116, 0.116, 0.179, 0.266. The model M1 had the lowest FIC score in
42% of the runs, while M2 was the winning model in 37% of the runs. Thus,
for many of the runs, M1 was incorrectly considered better than M2. These
two models had however almost identical performance.

In our second setup the parameter of interest is µ2 = n−1
�n

i=1 corr(yi,j ,
yi,k), with j �= k, the average correlation between two observations belonging
to the same group. The quantity depends on D and σ and is straightforward
to evaluate given the design matrix Z. The non-intercept fixed predictor vari-
ables were generated independently from a N(0, 1) and the random predictor
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Fig 2. Simulations results for µ1 = β1. The variance in the left panel and the squared bias
in the right panel. The red lines are the true values, the grey crosses are the variance and
squared bias parts of the FIC scores on 100 simulated datasets and the black lines are the
average FIC scores.

variables from a N(0, 0.1). The results are shown in Figure 3.
In this setting the simple model M3 gave µ2 estimates with the small-

est mean squared error, but each of M0, M1, and M2 had almost similar
performance. The true root mean squared errors for �µ2 were 0.057, 0.057,
0.056, 0.055, 0.076 for the models M0, M1, M2, M3, M4 respectively. The
corresponding average

√
fic scores were 0.053 for the four first models and

0.069 for M4. While the averages were similar, our procedure still managed
to correctly identify the best model in 60% of the runs. The worse model
M4 was never selected by FIC.

In our third setup, the parameter of interest was µ3 = σ the residual
standard deviation. Here again we generated the fixed predictor variables
independently from a N(0, 1) and the random predictor variables from a
N(0, 0.1). To investigate the behaviour of the FIC procedure for a smaller
number of groups we let n = 20. The results are shown in Figure 4. The
true root mean squared errors for �µ3 were 0.252, 0.195, 0.168, 0.188, 0.296,
indicating thatM2 gave the most precise estimates of the standard deviation.
The corresponding average

√
fic scores were 0.194, 0.179, 0.184, 0.270, 0.403.

These averages may give the impression that the FIC procedure incorrectly
favoured M1 over M2. This is however only due to a few runs with very large
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Fig 3. Simulations results for µ2. The variance in the left panel and the squared bias in
the right panel. The red lines are the true values, the grey crosses are the variance and
squared bias parts of the FIC scores on 100 simulated datasets and the black lines are the
average FIC scores.

squared bias estimates for M2. Model M2 actually had the lowest FIC score
in 60% of the runs, while M1 was considered best in 20% of the runs.

The simulations demonstrate that our FIC approach successfully esti-
mates the mean squared error associated with different focus parameters.
The approach works both for foci that are functions of the fixed effect co-
efficient only, and for foci that depend on the variance components. The
precision of the mse estimates seem to depend somewhat on the type of
focus parameter; with seemingly less accurate estimates when the focus de-
pends more on the covariance matrix D (as in the second setup) rather than
on the regression coefficients only. However, even if the mse estimates are
not always highly accurate for finite n, the relative ranking of the different
candidate models can still be correct. When faced with a specific dataset,
the FIC approach often identifies the model which estimates the focus with
the most precision. When the wrong model is favoured it is very commonly
a model with almost similar performance as the best one. The strength and
benefit of the FIC approach manifests itself in the ability to select different
models for different purposes. The true model is identical in all three setups,
but the selected model varies: the simple model M3 was for example close
to the worse for estimating β1, but was the best for estimating the average
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Fig 4. Simulations results for µ3 = σ. The variance in the left panel and the squared bias
in the right panel. The red lines are the true values, the grey crosses are the variance and
squared bias parts of the FIC scores on 100 simulated datasets and the black lines are the
average FIC scores.

intra-group correlation.

7. Application: Energy storage in Antarctic minke whales. As
mentioned in the introduction, the minke whale dataset from the JARPA
1 programme has been the object of considerable interest, discussion, and
controversy. Our analyses concern the body condition of the whales and
whether it has decreased during the 18 years of the JARPA 1 period (1988 to
2005). Ecologists take an interest in this question because potential changes
in body condition of minke whales could herald deeper transformations in the
Antarctic ecosystem; see Konishi et al. (2008); Konishi & Walløe (2015) for
more information about the data and for discussion of the findings. Several
proxies for body condition were studied in our report (Cunen et al., 2017),
but here we limit ourselves to the response FatWeight, the dissected fat
reserves in tons of each whale. We have 742 observations. In the report, we
used considerable efforts to motivate our choice of wide model, but these
arguments are outside the scope of the current article. The wide model we
will use here is similar to the one we used in the report, with a few alterations,
partly due to discussions in the 2017 Scientific Committee meeting. We have
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the following model specification (in an R-type notation),

Y ∼ Y ear + Y ear2 +BodyLength+ Sex+Diatom+ Ice+Date+

Date2 + Latitude+ Sex ∗ FetusLength+ Sex ∗Diatom+

Diatom ∗Date+Diatom ∗Date2 + Latitude ∗Date+

Latitude ∗Date2 +BodyLength ∗Date ∗ Sex
+(1 +Date+Date2 |Y ear).

The model defined above has p = 20 fixed effect coefficients. The notation
(1 +Date+Date2 |Y ear) specifies the random effect structure; the groups
are defined by a categorical version of the year variable (so n = 18), and
the Zi matrix has 3 columns (a column of ones for the intercept, date and
date squared). According to prior biological knowledge, Date is assumed to
be one of the most important effects governing the fat weight. The variable
refers to the day of the season when each whale was caught and since the
whales are in the Antarctic to gain weight the coefficient related to date
is expected to be large and positive. Also, the effect of date is expected to
be different from year to year, possibly due to random fluctuations in krill
production. Hence, a random effect on Date is included. We thus have k = 3,
giving a total of 27 parameters to estimate.

Description p k d

M0 wide model 20 3 27
M1 less interactions, quadratic year effect 11 3 18
M2 less interactions, quadratic year effect 10 2 14
M3 linear year effect 16 3 23
M4 less interactions, linear year effect 10 2 14
M5 very simple, linear year effect 5 2 9
M6 without year effect – – –

As explained in the introduction, the parameter of main interest in the
IWC discussions was the ‘effect of year’. We have included a quadratic year
term in our wide model and a natural definition of the ‘effect of year’ is
therefore µ = βyear + 2βyear2x̄year, where the term x̄year is the mean year in
the dataset and βyear2 is the coefficient corresponding to the second order
year term. The focus parameter corresponds to the derivative of the response
with respect to year and evaluated in the mean year. For candidate models
with only a linear effect of year the term simplifies to βyear only, the same
focus parameter we used in the report. For this example, we have limited
ourselves to investigating six candidate models only (check the table above).
The full model specifications are given in the appendix.
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The last model, M6, is the model without any year effect, so µM6 =
0. With the current focus parameter, the FIC score of such a model will
have zero variance and a bias which only depends on the estimated focus
parameter in the wide model and its estimated variance, ficM6 = (0− �µ)2 −
n−1�νwide. Thus, further specification of M6 is unnecessary; it includes all
possible LME models without any year effect.

The results from the model selection are given in the form of a FIC-
plot in Figure 5. A FIC plot is a convenient graphical summary for model
selection with FIC; it displays both the FIC scores and the estimated focus
parameters for all the models under consideration. We see that M5 gets the
lowest FIC score, and that it has �µ = −0.0071. The model without year
effect had a considerably larger FIC score than any of the other models and
does therefore not appear in the plot. The winning model M5 is very simple,

Y ∼ Y ear +BodyLength+ Sex+Date+ (1 +Date |Y ear).

It has only a linear effect of year and a few other fixed effects. Further sim-
plification of the random effect structure was not favoured by the FIC score,
however. Indicating that including random effects on both the intercept and
the effect of date is deemed necessary for precise estimation of the year effect.
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Fig 5. Root-FIC scores and year effect estimates for the wide model and five of the can-
didate models. The scale of measurements is tons (of fat). Model M6 is outside the range
of the axes with an estimate of 0 and

√
fic score of 0.0064.

We have investigated the same seven models for another focus parameter
as well, the probability of observing a whale with more than a certain amount
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of fat, say 1.4 tons, given some covariate values, µ2 = P (Y ≥ 1.4 |x0, z0).
Here we chose to look at a male whale, of approximately mean length (8
metres), and which is caught towards the end of the season. We set all other
covariates to their respective mean values. Over the full dataset, the average
weight of a male whale is close to 1.4. First we consider a whale caught in
year 1, then a whale caught in year 10. For this focus parameter we need to
specify the model without year effect M6. We use the same model as M0,
but without the linear and quadratic year terms. Thus, M6 has p = 18 fixed
effects and k = 3 random effects.

The FIC scores and estimates are given in Figure 6. For year 1, the es-
timates range from 0.25 to 0.50. Naturally, the model without year effect
gives the same estimate for both years. Its ranking in terms of FIC is how-
ever very different; for year 1 the model without ‘year’ is considered the
worst, while for year 10 M6 is not far from the best. The figure also serves
as an illustration of the magnitude of the decreasing fat weight. The coef-
ficient of the year effect might seem small, in Figure 5, but its influence is
more apparent when realising that the probability of observing a ‘medium
fat’ whale decreases from about 47% to close to 22% in just nine years.
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Fig 6. Root-FIC scores and estimated probability of observing a whale with more than 1.4
tons of fat. For year 1 the best model is M5, while for year 10 the best model is M2.

When the parameter of main interested is the effect of year, models in-
cluding the ‘year’ covariate are clearly favoured compared to the model
without year effect. This analysis supports the conclusion that there has
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been a substantial decrease in body condition (as measured by fat weight)
over the 18 years of the JARPA period. We can analyse the winning model
in more detail, and indeed Figure 7 displays a full confidence curve for βyear,
which confirms that the parameter is significantly different from zero. For
confidence distributions and curves, as summary reporting tools for focus
parameters, see Schweder & Hjort (2016); Hjort & Schweder (2018). The
FIC analysis of the second focus parameter also illustrates the fat weight
decrease, as it demonstrates that the probability of observing a male whale of
average fat weight is much smaller in year 10 compared to year 1 of the study
period. Again, the ability of the FIC approach to select different models for
different purposes is established by these examples. We have also computed
the marginal AIC scores (see Müller et al. (2013)) for the seven models un-
der consideration. According to this criterion M3 is the best model, while
M5 is clearly the worst. The disparity between the models preferred by AIC
and by FIC constitutes no paradox and simply reflects that the two criteria
have different aims.
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Fig 7. Confidence curve for βyear in the winning model M5, with standard error computed
under the wide model. Confidence curves display both point estimates and confidence in-
tervals at all levels. The curves points to the point estimate, which is −0.007 (in tons),
and the 95% interval is [−0.011,−0.003].

8. Discussion and concluding remarks. In our paper we have devel-
oped and investigated a criterion for focused model selection in LME mod-
els. The Minke whale application presented above demonstrates that the
methodology can be useful in practical situations where the main interest
is the precise estimation of a well-defined focus parameter. The simulations
indicate that the criterion estimates the risk associated with each candidate
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model with adequate precision, for a range of different foci.
Our framework offers ample flexibility in the choice of the wide model and

the candidate models. The candidate models need not be nested within each
other or to be inside the wide model, and may thus include covariates and
random effects not present in the wide model. Also, the wide model need
not necessarily be the most complex model, with the maximum number of
parameters, although this may be natural in many cases.

Naturally, our FIC methodology also has some limitations. First, it is
important to note that the derivation of our criterion relies on certain ap-
proximations, to biases and variances and covariances, and that these relate
to large-sample approximations and asymptotics. Specifically, the asymp-
totic distributions are reached when the number of groups (n) increases to
infinity; cf. Demidenko (2013). This is a characteristic shared with several
other model selection criteria, like the Akaike and Bayesian Information Cri-
teria (i.e. the AIC and BIC), see Claeskens & Hjort (2008b, Chs. 2, 3). The
accuracy of our FIC methodology may thus be limited for models with a
small number of groups. However, in such situations it is common to as-
sume that the group-specific effects, the bi, are fixed rather than random. In
that case, we simply have a normal linear model and our formulae are exact
(see Section 5), i.e. regardless of n.

Users should also be aware that, in the limit, the bias part of the FIC
score will always dominate the variance part. This is clear from the formulae
in Section 4: the variance terms will disappear as the number of groups
increase, but the squared bias will remain. The wide model, and potentially
other candidate models without bias, will thus always be selected by our
FIC procedure if the number of groups is very large. This property is quite
natural considering the aim of FIC based model selection, i.e. the most
precise estimates of the focus parameter. If one has enough data to estimate
a big, plausible model without problems, there is not really anything to gain
from model selection with FIC. In general, when the data volume is large,
users are encouraged by the FIC scores to use more complex models.

In the FIC literature one often encounters a certain type of bias-variance
trade-off where more complex models have estimates with large variances
and small biases, while simpler models have more bias but smaller variances.
This satisfying situation is not necessarily present with LMEmodels. In some
cases, our FIC formulae reveal that �µ from a large and complex model both
have small bias and small variance compared to smaller models. This occurs
for instance when the models under consideration differ only in the random
effects and the focus parameter is a function of the fixed effect coefficient
only. Consider comparing the wide model and a candidate model in such a
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case. Then the mse formulae reduce to

mse(�µwide) = σ2ct
� n�

i=1

Xt
iV

−1
i Xi

�−1
c

mse(�µM ) = σ2ct
� n�

i=1

Xt
iV

−1
M,iXi

�−1� n�

i=1

Xt
iV

−1
M,iViV

−1
M,iXi

�

� n�

i=1

Xt
iV

−1
M,iXi

�−1
c+ bsq,

and νM,c = νwide. Then �bsqM = (�µwide − �µM )2 + n−1�νwide − n−1�νM and we
get

�mse(�µM ) = �σ2�ct
� n�

i=1

Xt
i
�V −1
i Xi

�−1
�c+ (�µwide − �µM )2.

The FIC scores will thus be equal only when �µW = �µM and otherwise the
wide model will have a smaller score than the simpler candidate model.
The two estimators have the same expectation (both are unbiased), but in
practice they will only be exactly equal when �Vi = �VM,i. The phenomenon
described here originates from the asymptotic independence between regres-
sion coefficients and variance components in the wide model (see Section
2.1). It should influence how we interpret the FIC scores in situations where
models only differ in their random effect structure. If the wide model has a
much lower score than the candidate model it is clear that the random effect
structure in the wide is necessary for the estimation of the focus. But when
the two scores are quite similar it might be reasonable to select the small-
est model, which often has advantages in increased numerical stability and
ease of interpretation. When our focus parameter depends on the variance
components as well as the regression coefficients we can obtain mse curves
that look more like what we are used to in other FIC applications. The sim-
ple candidate model has clearly lower mse when the true data generating
mechanism is within some distance of the candidate model, and outside that
distance, the wide is preferred.

Our criterion depends on the choice of the wide model, and how close it is
to the true data generating mechanism. In connection with the application
described in Section 7 we have conducted some sensitivity checks and found
that moderate changes to the wide model had little effect on the ranking
of the different candidate models. More radical changes to the wide model
should be expected to have greater effect, but we have not fully investigated
this issue. There are different types of model misspecification of the wide
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model to consider. The true data generating model may contain unknown
fixed or random effects, it may have random effects drawn from a different
distribution than the normal, and it may be outside the linear mixed class
altogether. Fully guarding against such misspecification of the wide model
is unattainable, but extending our approach to even wider and more flexible
wide models may lead to some improvements.

Modifying our FIC approach to other classes of wide models is one of sev-
eral possible extensions of the methodology we have presented in this paper.
Our FIC procedures assume that the random effects in both the wide model
and the candidate models are normally distributed. Other distributional as-
sumptions are possible and our FIC procedure can be adapted to such cases.
Here one might make use of the contributions of Verbeke & Lesaffre (1997)
and Heagerty & Kurland (2001) on the behaviour of estimators under mis-
specification of the random effects distribution in LME models. If one would
like to avoid making distributional assumptions for the random effects, it is
possible to estimate the wide model with the nonparametric maximum likeli-
hood estimator of the random effect distribution (see Verbeke et al. (2001)).
A FIC procedure using such a wide model might be more robust against
potential misspecification of the random effects distribution

Another line of potential modifications consists of taking into account that
the variance components in LME models are boundary parameters, meaning
for instance that the covariance matrix D is required to be positive definite
with each diagonal element positive. If some of the variance components are
close to (or on) their boundary, the resulting asymptotic distribution of the
ML estimators is not normal; see the theory exposited in Claeskens & Hjort
(2008b, Chs. 10).

Our last remark is to point out that crucially, the methodology developed
here can be extended to FIC model selection methods also for several other
classes of candidate models, in different regression frameworks. As long as
there is a fixed wide model, under which results for each candidate model cor-
responding to (3.9) and (3.11) can be reached, then only few more steps are
required to reach a FIC in that framework. In particular, whereas Claeskens
& Hjort (2008a) develop one type of mse approximations and FIC methods
for generalised linear models, using local O(1/

√
n) asymptotics, the present

approach actually leads to new and more versatile FIC formulae. These new
FICs will have a different point of departure, namely the setting up of a
fixed wide model, and can be derived as in the present paper, without any
local asymptotics.
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APPENDIX A: CANDIDATE MODELS FOR THE APPLICATION

The following candidate models were investigated for our whale ecology
application (Section 7). The wide model M0 is given in the main text.

M1: simplified main effects, with quadratic year effect and full random
effect structure:

Y ∼ Y ear + Y ear2 +BodyLength+ Sex+Diatom+Date+Date2 +

Latitude+ Sex ∗ FetusLength+Date ∗ Sex+

(1 +Date+Date2 |Y ear).

M2: simplified main effects, with quadratic year effect and simplified ran-
dom effect structure:

Y ∼ Y ear + Y ear2 +BodyLength+ Sex+Diatom+Date+ Latitude+

Sex ∗ FetusLength+Date ∗ Sex+ (1 +Date |Y ear).

M3: slightly simplified main effects, with linear year effect and full random
effect structure:

Y ∼ Y ear +BodyLength+ Sex+Diatom+Date+Date2 + Latitude+

Sex ∗ FetusLength+ Sex ∗Diatom+Diatom ∗Date+ Latitude ∗Date+

BodyLength ∗Date ∗ Sex+ (1 +Date+Date2 |Y ear).

M4: simplified main effects, with linear year effect and simplified random
effect structure:

Y ∼ Y ear +BodyLength+ Sex+Diatom+Date+Date2 + Latitude+

Sex ∗ FetusLength+Date ∗ Sex+ (1 +Date |Y ear).

M5: greatly simplified main effects, with linear year effect and simplified
random effect structure:

Y ∼ Y ear +BodyLength+ Sex+Date+ (1 +Date |Y ear).

M6: same as M0, but without any (fixed) year effect. Note that this model
was necessary to specify only for the second focus parameter, µ2 =
P (Y ≥ 1.4 |x0, z0).

Y ∼ BodyLength+ Sex+Diatom+ Ice+Date+Date2 +

Latitude+ Sex ∗ FetusLength+ Sex ∗Diatom+Diatom ∗Date+

Diatom ∗Date2 + Latitude ∗Date+ Latitude ∗Date2 +

BodyLength ∗Date ∗ Sex+ (1 +Date+Date2 |Y ear).

APPENDIX B: FORMULAE FOR THE JM,N , KM,N AND CM,N

MATRICES

Let the wide model and the necessary design matrices be defined as in
(2.2) and similarly for the candidate model in (3.2). The wide model has
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the true parameter vector θtrue = (βtrue,σtrue, vech(Dtrue)) of dimension
p+1+ k(k+1)/2. The candidate model aims for the least false parameters
θM,0 = (βM,0,σM,0, vech(DM,0)) of dimension pM + 1 + kM (kM + 1)/2.

We will make use of the vector functions vec and vech. Both take matrices
as their input and output vectors; vec stacks the columns of the input matrix,
and vech stacks the lower triangular part of the matrix. Thus, vech(Dtrue) is
the vector of unique elements defining Dtrue. We have the following relations
between the vec() and vech() representations (for instance from Demidenko
(2013)):

vec(D) = Wkvech(D)(B.1)

where Wk is the k2 × k(k + 1)/2 duplication matrix.
In order to compute the FIC scores, we need formulae for the following

matrices,

JM,n = −n−1
n�

i=1

Ewide
∂2�M,i(θM,0)

∂θM∂θtM
,

KM,n = n−1
n�

i=1

Varwide uM,i(y, θM,0),

CM,n = n−1
n�

i=1

Covwide {ui(y, θ0), uM,i(y, θM,0)} ,

where uM,i(y, θM ) = ∂�M,i/∂θM is the score function of the candidate model
and �M,i is the log-likelihood for the ith group of the candidate model. The
expectation and variance are taken with respect to the wide linear mixed
effect model.

B.1. Score function and Hessian matrix. First, we need expres-
sions for the score vector and Hessian matrix of a general LME model like
in (2.2) with parameter vector θ = (β,σ, vech(D)) We will find these with
respect to the ‘full’ (p + 1 + k2) × 1 parameter vector θ∗ = (β,σ, vec(D)).
Then we will convert these vectors and matrices to get the quantities with
respect to θ using duplication matrices.

The score function for group or subject i is

u∗i = ui(yi, θ
∗) =
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where ei = yi−Xiβ. Note that vec(Z
t
iV

−1
i eie

t
iV

−1
i Zi) = Zt

iV
−1
i ei⊗Zt

iV
−1
i ei.

Note also that we take the transpose of ∂�i/∂vec(D). This is because we
follow the convention from Demidenko (2013) and Magnus & Neudecker
(1988) where differentiation of a scalar by a column vector gives a row vector.

The Hessian matrix for group or subject i, first with respect to θ∗ =
(β,σ, vec(D)), is

I∗i = Ii(yi, θ
∗) =
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with

ei = yi −Xiβ, Vi = I + ZiDZt
i , Ri = Zt

iV
−1
i Zi.

We have differentiated with respect to θ∗ = (β,σ, vec(D)), but we actu-
ally need the differentiation with respect to θ = (β,σ, vech(D)). Using the
relation in (B.1) and the chain rule for differentiation we get

∂�i
∂vech(D)

=
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∂vec(D)
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Finally, to obtain a column vector we have
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The multiplication with the duplication matrix ensures that the elements
in ∂�i/∂vech(D) belonging to the off-diagonal elements of D are multiplied
by 2 compared with the corresponding elements in ∂�i/∂vec(D). We end up
with the following score function

ui(yi, θ) =
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W t
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Similarly, for the Hessian matrix, we get

∂2�i
∂vech(D) ∂vech(D)t

= W t
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and
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B.2. Finding JM,n. The matrix JM,n is the expected value of the Hes-
sian matrix of the candidate model, evaluated at the least false parameters
θM,0 = (βM,0,σM,0, vech(DM,0), with the expectation taken with respect to
the wide model:

JM,n = −n−1
n�

i=1

Ewide
∂2�M,i(θM,0)

∂θM∂θtM
.

We shall need Ew yi = Xiβtrue, Varw yi = σ2
true(I + ZiDtrueZ

t
i ) = σ2

trueVi,
where we here and several places below use ‘w’ as shorthand for the subscript
‘wide’. Let also

eM,i = yi −XM,iβM,0,

along with µe,i = Ew eM,i = Xiβtrue−XM,iβM,0 and VM,0,i = I+ZM,iDM,0Z
t
M,i.

We will make use of the following general formulae. (i) The expectation of a
quadratic form: Let A be a matrix and x a random vector with expectation
µ and covariance matrix Σ. Then ExtAx = Tr(AΣ) + µtAµ. (ii) With X a
random matrix, E (A⊗X) = A⊗EX and E (X⊗A) = EX⊗A; cf. Magnus
& Neudecker (1979, Theorem 4.3). (iii) E vec(X) = vec(EX).

We get
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with
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M,0,iVi) + µt

e,iV
−1
M,0,iµe,i},

J23,i = σ−3
M,0[σ

2
truevec(Z

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,iViV

−1
M,0,iZM,i) + µt

e,iV
−1
M,0,iZM,i ⊗ µt

e,iV
−1
M,0,iZM,i],

J33,i =
1
2 [σ

−2
M,0(Z

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,i{σ2

trueVi + µe,iµ
t
e,i}VM,0,iZM,i ⊗RM,i

+RM,i ⊗ Zt
M,iV

−1
M,0,i(σ

2
trueVi + µe,iµ

t
e,i)V

−1
M,0,iZM,i)−RM,i ⊗RM,i].

Note that
�n

i=1 J12,i = 0.

B.3. Finding KM,n. The matrix KM,n is the variance of the score
function of the candidate model, evaluated at the least false parameters
θM,0 = (βM,0,σM,0, vech(DM,0), with the variance taken with respect to the
wide model:

KM,n = n−1
n�

i=1

Varwide uM,i(y, θM,0)

= n−1
n�

i=1




K11,i K12,i K13,iWkM

Kt
12,i K22,i K23,iWkM

W t
kM

Kt
13,i W

t
kM

Kt
23,i W

t
kM

K33,iWkM


 .

We will then make use of the following well-known facts, found in e.g. Mag-
nus & Neudecker (1979): vec(ABC) = (Ct⊗A)vec(B), and vec(xyt) = y⊗x.
Note also that eM,i ∼ Nmi(µe,i,σ

2
trueVi), where we will need the following

formula for the variance of a quadratic form: If A is a matrix and x a ran-
dom vector with expectation µ and covariance matrix Σ, then VarxtAx =
2Tr(AΣAΣ) + 4µtAΣAµ. In the first step we get

K11,i = σ−4
M,0σ

2
trueX

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,iViV

−1
M,0,iXM,i,

K12,i = σ−5
M,0X

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,iCov(eM,i, e

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,ieM,i),

K13,i =
1
2σ

−4
M,0X

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,iCov(eM,i, eM,i ⊗ eM,i)(Z

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,i ⊗ Zt

M,iV
−1
M,0,i)

t,

K22,i = σ−6
M,0[2σ

4
trueTr(V

−1
M,0,iViV

−1
M,0,iVi) + 4σ2

trueµ
t
e,iV

−1
M,0,iViV

−1
M,0,iµe,i],

K23,i =
1
2σ

−5
M,0Cov(e

t
M,iV

−1
i eM,i, eM,i ⊗ eM,i)(Z

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,i ⊗ Zt

M,iV
−1
M,0,i)

t,

K33,i =
1
4σ

−4
M,0(Z

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,i ⊗ Zt

M,iV
−1
M,0,i)Var(eM,i ⊗ eM,i)(Z

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,i ⊗ Zt

M,iV
−1
M,0,i)

t.
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It is straightforward to show that Cov (eM,i, e
t
M,iV

−1
M,0,ieM,i) = 2σ2

trueViV
−1
M,0,iµe,i.

The next covariance term needs more efforts to work out,

Cov (eM,i, eM,i ⊗ eM,i) = σ2
true(Vi ⊗ µt

e,i + µt
e,i ⊗ Vi).

One way to show this is to write eM,i = µe,i + Sz, where z ∼ Nmi(0, I) and
S is chosen such that SSt = σ2

trueVi. Then may then write

Cov (eM,i, eM,i ⊗ eM,i) = S Cov(z, vec(µe,iz
tSt)) + S Cov(z, vec(Szµt

e,i))

+S Cov(z, vec(SzztSt)).

The last term disappears because S Cov(z, vec(zzt))(S⊗S)t and Cov(z, vec(zzt))
= 0. We are left with Cov (eM,i, eM,i⊗eM,i) = S(St⊗µt

e,i)+S(µt
e,i⊗St), and

using S(St ⊗ µt
e,i) = (S ⊗ 1)(St ⊗ µt

e,i) = SSt ⊗ µt
e,i = σ2

trueVi ⊗ µt
e,i we find

the result stated above. Noticing that etM,iV
−1
M,0,ieM,i = vec(etM,iV

−1
M,0,ieM,i) =

(etM,i ⊗ etM,i)vec(V
−1
M,0,i) = vec(V −1

M,0,i)
t(eM,i ⊗ eM,i), one can find the third

covariance term,

Cov (etM,iV
−1
M,0,ieM,i, eM,i ⊗ eM,i) = vec(V −1

M,0,i)
tVar(eM,i ⊗ eM,i).

Theorem 4.3 in Magnus & Neudecker (1979) leads to

Var eM,i ⊗ eM,i = σ2
true(Imi +Kmi)(σ

2
trueVi ⊗ Vi + Vi ⊗ µe,iµ

t
e,i + µe,iµ

t
e,i ⊗ Vi)

where Kmi is a commutation matrix. Let

Q = 2σ2
true(σ

2
trueVi ⊗ Vi + Vi ⊗ µe,iµ

t
e,i + µe,iµ

t
e,i ⊗ Vi),

and note that using properties of commutation matrices Kmi will disappear
in the expressions (partly due to the duplication matrices). Finally we have

K11,i = σ−4
M,0σ

2
trueX

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,iViV

−1
M,0,iXM,i,

K12,i = 2σ−5
M,0σ

2
trueX

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,iViV

−1
M,0,iµe,i,

K13,i =
1
2σ

−4
M,0σ

2
trueX

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,i(Vi ⊗ µt

e,i + µt
e,i ⊗ Vi)(Z

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,i ⊗ Zt

M,iV
−1
M,0,i)

t,

K22,i = σ−6
M,0{2σ4

trueTr(V
−1
M,0,iViV

−1
M,0,iVi) + 4σ2

trueµ
t
e,iV

−1
M,0,iViV

−1
M,0,iµe,i},

K23,i =
1
2σ

−5
M,0vec(V

−1
M,0,i)

tQ(Zt
M,iV

−1
M,0,i ⊗ Zt

M,iV
−1
M,0,i)

t,

K33,i =
1
4σ

−4
M,0(Z

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,i ⊗ Zt

M,iV
−1
M,0,i)Q(Zt

M,iV
−1
M,0,i ⊗ Zt

M,iV
−1
M,0,i)

t.
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B.4. Finding CM,N . The matrix CM,n is the covariance between the
score function of the wide model and the score function of the candidate
model, evaluated at the true parameter vector θtrue = (βtrue,σtrue, vech(Dtrue))
and at the least false parameters θM,0 = (βM,0,σM,0, vech(DM,0) respec-
tively, with the covariance taken with respect to the wide model:

CM,n = n−1Cov
� n�

i=1

ui(yi, θtrue),
n�

i=1

uM,i(yi, θM,0)
�
.

Since observations from different groups are independent, we only need to
consider the covariances between the score functions from the same group,
so

CM,n = n−1
n�

i=1

Cov {ui(yi, θtrue), uM,i(yi, θM,0)}

= n−1
n�

i=1
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W t
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t
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t
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 ,

which will not be symmetric. With the required stamina and algebraic efforts
we find

C11,i = σ−2
M,0σ

−2
trueX

t
iV

−1
i Cov(ei, eM,i)V

−1
M,0,iXM,i,

C12,i = σ−3
M,0σ

−2
trueX

t
iV

−1
i Cov(ei, e

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,ieM,i),

C13,i =
1
2σ

−2
M,0σ

−2
trueX

t
iV

−1
i Cov(ei, eM,i ⊗ eM,i)(Z

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,i ⊗ Zt

M,iV
−1
M,0,i)

t,

C22,i = σ−3
M,0σ

−3
trueCov(e

t
iV

−1
i ei, e

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,ieM,i),

C23,i =
1
2σ

−2
M,0σ

−3
trueCov(e

t
iV

−1
i ei, eM,i ⊗ eM,i), (Z

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,i ⊗ Zt

M,iV
−1
M,0,i)

t

C33,i =
1
4σ

−2
M,0σ

−2
true(Z

t
iV

−1
i ⊗ Zt

iV
−1
i )Cov(ei ⊗ ei, eM,i ⊗ eM,i)(Z

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,i ⊗ Zt

M,iV
−1
M,0,i)

t,

C21,i = σ−2
M,0σ

−3
trueCov(e

t
iV

−1
i ei, eM,i)V

−1
M,0,iXM,i,

C31,i =
1
2σ

−2
M,0σ

−2
true(Z

t
iV

−1
i ⊗ Zt

iV
−1
i )Cov(ei ⊗ ei, eM,i)V

−1
M,0,iXM,i,

C32,i =
1
2σ

−3
M,0σ

−2
true(Z

t
iV

−1
i ⊗ Zt

iV
−1
i )Cov(ei ⊗ ei, e

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,ieM,i).

Here we need to find a little list of expressions for different covariances,
involving the quantities ei ∼ Nmi(0,σ

2
trueVi), eM,i ∼ Nmi(µe,σ

2
trueVi), with

µe = Xiβtrue −XM,iβM,0. Note that eM,i = ei + µe.

1. Cov(ei, eM,i) = Var yi = σ2
trueVi.

2. Cov(ei, e
t
M,iV

−1
M,0,ieM,i) = 2Cov(ei, µ

t
eV

−1
M,0,iei) = 2σ2

trueViV
−1
M,0,iµe.

3. Cov(etiV
−1
i ei, e

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,ieM,i) = Cov(etiV

−1
i ei, e

t
iV

−1
M,0,iei) = 2σ4Tr(V −1

M,0,iVi).
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4. Cov(ei, eM,i ⊗ eM,i) = σ2
trueVi[µ

t
e ⊗ Imi + Imi ⊗ µt

e].
5. Cov(ei ⊗ ei, eM,i ⊗ eM,i) = Cov(ei ⊗ ei, ei ⊗ ei) = Var(ei ⊗ ei) =

σ4
true(Imi +Kmi)(Vi ⊗ Vi) (again, Kmi is a commutation matrix).

6. Cov(etiV
−1
i ei, eM,i ⊗ eM,i) = vec(V −1

i )tCov(ei ⊗ ei, eM,i ⊗ eM,i) = σ4
true

vec(V −1
i )t(Imi +Kmi)(Vi ⊗ Vi) = 2σ4

truevec(V
−1
i )t(Vi ⊗ Vi) (using the

definition of a commutation matrix).
7. Cov(etiV

−1
i ei, eM,i) = Cov(etiV

−1
i ei, ei) = 0 (by a property of quadratic

forms used above).
8. Cov(ei ⊗ ei, eM,i) = Cov(ei ⊗ ei, ei) = 0.
9. Cov(ei ⊗ ei, e

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,ieM,i) = Cov(ei ⊗ ei, eM,i ⊗ eM,i)vec(V

−1
M,0,i) =

σ4
true(Imi +Kmi)(Vi⊗Vi)vec(V

−1
M,0,i) = 2σ4

true(Vi⊗Vi)vec(V
−1
M,0,i) (using

the definition of a commutation matrix).

(4) relies on this fact, writing out Cov(ei, eM,i⊗eM,i) = Cov(ei, vec(eie
t
i+

eiµ
t
e+µee

t
i)) and using vec(ABC) = (Ct⊗A)vec(B) and that Cov(ei, vec(eie

t
i))

= 0. (5) is found in a similar manner. After some further simplifications (also
dealing with the commutation matrices), we get

C11,M,i = σ−2
M,0X

t
iV

−1
M,0,iXM,i,

C12,M,i = 2σ−3
M,0X

t
iV

−1
M,0,iµe,

C13,M,i =
1
2σ

−2
M,0X

t
i (µ

t
eV

−1
M,0,iZM,i ⊗ V −1

M,0,iZM,i + V −1
M,0,iZM,i ⊗ µt

eV
−1
M,0,iZM,i),

C22,M,i = 2σ−3
M,0σtrueTr(V

−1
M,0,iVi),

C23,M,i = σ−2
M,0σtruevec(Z

t
M,iV

−1
M,0,iViV

−1
M,0,iZM,i)

t,

C33,M,i =
1
2σ

−2
M,0σ

2
true(Z

t
iV

−1
M,0,iZM,i ⊗ Zt

iV
−1
M,0,iZM,i),

C21,M,i = 0,

C31,M,i = 0,

C32,M,i = σ−3
M,0σ

2
truevec(Z

t
iV

−1
M,0,iZi).

When the candidate model is the same as the wide model, we get back the
information matrix under the wide model, as expected.


